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admiral
tecnomar’S NEW ENTRIES
The Admiral Tecnomar group presented two new lines the X Lence and C Force during Monaco’s 70th Grand Prix.These two projects add another seven new models to the Admiral brand
which testify the company’s dynamic performance which characterizes the group’s company
policy. XLence has been presented as an innovative project offering an ideal solution for those
wishing for extra space, but comfort, bright interiors, natural light and last but not least safety. All
of this has been successfully
put into a wonderful attractive design underscored
by sinuous
and original
external lines . This model’s
characterizing traits are recognizable by the size of the
glazed panelling, large lateral
terraces , as well as convivial external areas and an
extra large swimming pool.
Studio Unielle carried out
much of the design work
with the Group’s own Centro Stile. XLence is available
in three sizes: 45 metres,
57 metres, and a 65 metre
model. C Force represents
the group’s new top of the
range line which is available
in four different sizes: 45
metres, 57 metres, 65 metres and the flagship a superb 75 metre model. This
line more than the other has
been designed to sport excellent sea keeping qualities
and to guarantee comfort
over long passages in any
sea. It well conjugates technology and practical solutions.The external lines look
good, they convey a sense
of harmony and refined
taste which is enhanced by
an imposing cut glass sliding door which connects
the main deck to the one
above. The interiors boast
ample glazed panels from
floor to ceiling, while internal passages and external
gangways with cut glass inserts provide more natural
light within. The installation
of a very large “beach” area
is both innovative and functional with a double folding
beach platform situated in the stern transom and on the side of the ship. For further information: Admiral Tecnomar the Yachting Group;Via Massa Avenza, 85; 54100 Massa;Tel: 0585 50 621;
Fax: 0585 506250; E-mail: info@admiraltecnomar.com; website: www.admiraltecnomar.com.

